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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Metastable  vanadium  dioxide/carbon  (VO2(B)/C)  nanobelts  have  been  successfully  synthesized  via  a  facile
surfactant-free  hydrothermal  method  using  V2O5 and  sucrose  as  reactants.  The  VO2(B)/C  with  carbon  con-
tent of  0.96  wt.%  shows  well-distributed  nanobelt  morphology  with  an  average  width  of  120–200  nm,
thickness  of 40–60  nm and  length  of 1–3  �m. The  nanobelts  exhibit  preferable  electrochemical  perfor-
mances  with  high  initial  discharge  capacity,  good  cycling  stability  and  excellent  high-rate  performance.
eywords:
ydrothermal synthesis
etastable vanadium dioxide/carbon

The  initial  discharge  capacity  can reach  218.6  mAh  g−1, and  maintain  152.6  mAh  g−1 after  100  cycles  at
50  mA  g−1.  When  the  current  density  increases  to 1000  mA  g−1, the  discharge  capacity  is  still  as  high  as
138.2  mAh  g−1.  VO2(B)/C  nanobelts  would  be  a promising  cathode  material  for  lithium  ion  batteries.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
anobelts
athode material
ithium ion batteries

. Introduction

Among all the cathode materials of lithium ion batteries, vana-
ium oxides have attracted great attention. As we all know,
anadium exists with a wide range of oxidation states from +2
o +5. Meanwhile, the vanadium oxides have a lot of merits and
ave been widely used in catalysts [1],  chemical sensors [2],  lithium

on batteries [3] and magnesium batteries [4–6]. As an important
unctional metal oxide, vanadium dioxide with a layered struc-
ure possesses excellent physical and chemical properties [7,8]. VO2
xhibits four different polymorphic structures, including the most
table VO2(R) with rutile structure, the monoclinic VO2(R) with a
lightly distorted rutile structure, a tetragonal structure of VO2(A)
nd the metastable VO2(B) with a monoclinic structure [9].  Espe-
ially, VO2(B) with metastable monoclinic structure is a promising
athode material for both organic and aqueous lithium ion bat-
eries [3,8–15] owing to its proper electrode potential and tunnel
tructure [16].

Nanostructured materials have exhibited special physical and
hemical properties due to their nanometer-size dimensions [17].
t was reported that nanostructured vanadium oxides can enhance

he electrochemical properties compared with their bulk coun-
erparts [11,18].  In recent years, great efforts have been made to
ynthesis VO2(B) nanomaterials with different morphologies, such

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 22 23498089; fax: +86 22 23502604.
E-mail address: jiaolf@nankai.edu.cn (L. Jiao).

378-7753/$ – see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.10.067
as nanorods [19,20], nanoribbons [21,22],  nanotubes [23,24], and
nanowires [25]. The nanostructured morphology greatly improves
the initial discharge capacity of VO2(B) materials [19]. However, the
poor cycling performance of VO2(B) nanomaterial greatly limits its
practical applications [19,20]. The capacity fading is probably due
to the large specific surface areas and high surface energies, which
makes it easier to aggregate together during charge/discharge pro-
cess, thus increases the charge transfer resistance [26].

Literatures have proposed that carbon dispersed in the electrode
materials can provide a pathway for electron transport, resulting
in improvement of the electronic conductivity [27,28]. Herein, we
introduce a simple hydrothermal approach for the synthesis of
VO2(B)/carbon nanobelts with good electrochemical performances
using V2O5 and sucrose as reactants. Sucrose is a cheap and envi-
ronmentally friendly reagent. During the synthesis, sucrose acts
as reductant and carbon source, without adding foreign surfac-
tants or hazard reducing reagents. The synthetic approach has
the merits of simplicity, low-cost, convenience and environmen-
tally benign. Moreover, the obtained products have high discharge
capacity, excellent cycling stability, and high-rate performances,
which make it a potential candidate as electrode materials in
lithium ion batteries.

2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation and structural characterization

All the reagents were used without further purification.
The VO2(B)/C composites were prepared by a facile one-pot

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.10.067
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:jiaolf@nankai.edu.cn
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ydrothermal synthesis. In a typical procedure, different amounts
f sucrose (0.0238, 0.0475, 0.0713, 0.0950 g) were dissolved in
0 mL  deionized water, then 0.1 g V2O5 was added into the above
olution and stirred for 2 h until the V2O5 powder dispersed uni-
ormly. The yellow mixture was subsequently transformed into a
eflon lined autoclave with a stainless steel shell. The autoclave
as maintained at 180 ◦C for 12 h and then cooled to room temper-

ture naturally. The resulting blue-black precipitates were washed
ith distilled water and absolute ethanol thoroughly. Finally, the

amples were dried in vacuum at 60 ◦C for 10 h for further charac-
erizations. The products obtained were named as S1, S2, S3 and
4.

The crystal structure of the as-prepared samples was  charac-
erized by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku.D/Max III) using Cu K�
adiation (� = 1.5418 Å) in a 2� range from 10◦ to 80◦ at room
emperature. The morphology and microstructure were observed
y scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEM-6700F) and transmis-
ion electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai 20). The carbon content
as analyzed by a Perkin-Elmer 2400 Series II CHNS/O elemental

nalyzer.

.2. Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical properties of VO2(B)/C composites were
valuated in Li test cell. The electrodes were fabricated by
ixing active materials, acetylene black and polyvinylidene

uoride (PVDF) binder in a weight ratio of 80:15:5 in N-
ethyl-pyrrolidinone (NMP) solvent to form homogeneous slurry,

nd then the mixtures were coated on an Al foil which had
een cut into circular flakes of 8 mm in diameter. The circu-

ar strips were dried at 60 ◦C for 12 h in vacuum oven. The
esting cells were assembled with the electrodes thus fabri-
ated, metallic lithium anode, Celgard 2320 film separator and

 M LiPF6 in 1:1:1 ethylene carbonate (EC)/dimethyl carbonate
DMC)/ethylene methyl carbonate (EMC) electrolyte. The cells
ere assembled in an argon filled glove box, where water and

xygen concentration was kept less than 5 ppm. The cells were
ischarged and charged on Land CT2001 automatic battery tester
etween 1.5 and 4.0 V vs. Li/Li+. Cyclic voltammograms (CV)
as tested with a scan rate of 0.1 mV  s−1 between 1.5 and

.0 V.

. Results and discussion

.1. Characterization of structure and morphology

Fig. 1 presents the typical XRD patterns of the samples obtained
t 180 ◦C for 12 h with different amounts of sucrose. When the
ucrose is few (for S1), the impurity phase of V3O7·H2O is detected.

ith the increase of sucrose content (from S2 to S4), the impu-
ity phase disappears and the intensity of the diffraction peaks
f VO2(B) strengthens. It can be clearly seen that the diffraction
eaks of S3 are the strongest, indicating the best crystallinity. How-
ver, too much sucrose (0.0950 g) decreases the crystallinity of the
ample, just as the XRD pattern of S4. As depicted in Fig. 1, the
iffraction peaks from S2 to S4 can be indexed to the monoclinic
tructure of VO2(B) (space group C2/m,  JCPDS No. 81-2392). No typ-
cal diffraction peaks of carbon are found, so carbon yielded from
he carbonization of sucrose should exist in amorphous form. Ele-

ental analysis displays that the carbon content of S2 to S4 are
.81, 0.96 and 1.46 wt.%, respectively.
The SEM images of as-synthesized VO2(B)/C samples are demon-
trated in Fig. 2. S1 is composed of nanorods and big blocks which
ggregate together, while S2 is composed of nanobelts and micro-
rains. S3 is composed of nanobelts with good dispersion. For S4, it
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of VO2(B)/C composites (S1–S4).

is assembled by nanobelts and uneven grains which group together.
It is obvious that the size of sample S3 is the smallest. Also, in all
the products, the distribution of S3 is uniform, which implies that
it may  have good electrochemical properties.

Fig. 3 displays the representative SEM, TEM and HRTEM images
of S3. As shown in Fig. 3a, the composite exhibits a belt-like mor-
phology. These nanobelts are about 1–3 �m long with smooth
surface, typically 120–200 nm wide and 40–60 nm thick. Fig. 3b
gives the TEM image of nanobelts structure of S3 which is consis-
tent with Fig. 3a. To gain insight into the structure of the prepared
nanobelts, HRTEM is performed on an individual nanobelt. Typical
HRTEM image (Fig. 3c) of S3 exhibits lattice fringes clearly, where
the lattice planes with a d spacing of 0.352 nm corresponding to the
(1 1 0) planes, which is consistent with monoclinic VO2(B) (JCPDS
No. 81-2392), as confirmed by XRD.

3.2. Electrochemical properties

Fig. 4a shows the cycle performances of the VO2(B)/C compos-
ites at a discharge current density of 50 mA g−1. From S2 to S4,
the initial discharge capacities are 216, 218.6 and 217.3 mAh  g−1,
respectively, while the discharge capacities maintain 116.2, 152.6
and 132.8 mAh  g−1 after 100 cycles. The initial discharge capac-
ity of S3 is much higher than VO2(B) nanorods (152 mAh  g−1) [20]
and VO2(B)/C core–shell microspheres of (187 mAh  g−1) [29]. The
capacity retentions of S2 to S4 are 53.8%, 69.8% and 61.1%, respec-
tively, and obviously S3 is the highest. The 100th discharge capacity
of S3 is 36.4 mAh  g−1 higher than S2 and 19.8 mAh g−1 than S4.
The above statistics indicate that S3 has the best cycling stability
(corresponding to the formation of Li0.68VO2). Fig. 4b compares the
charge/discharge curves of S3 in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 50th and 100th
cycle. All charge/discharge curves are similar with flat plateaus, cor-
responding to lithium extraction and intercalation reactions. The
initial discharge capacity of S3 is 218.6 mAh  g−1 and it still remains
218.5, 205.2, 163.6 and 152.6 mAh  g−1 at the 2nd, 3rd, 50th and
100th cycle, respectively. The discharge capacity retention rate is
69.8% after 100 cycles, which is much higher than S2 (53.8%) and
S4 (61.1%) samples.

The rate properties of S2–S4 tested between 1.5 and 4.0 V are
displayed in Fig. 5. Obviously, S3 has the best rate capability.
The first discharge capacity of S3 at 50 mA  g−1 is 220.2 mAh  g−1,

and maintains 213.8 mAh  g−1 at the 10th cycle, with the capacity
retention of 97.1%. The capacity retention is high and this trend con-
tinues up to 60 cycles. Even at the current density of 1000 mA  g−1,
the discharge capacity can still reach 138.2 mAh  g−1. The capacity
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Fig. 2. SEM images of V

etention of S3 measured at every 10 cycles is 85.1% at 100 mA g−1,
0% at 200 mA  g−1, 69.3% at 500 mA  g−1, 58.1% at 1000 mA  g−1 and
5.7% at 50 mA  g−1 of the initial discharge capacity. While return-

ng to 50 mA  g−1, the S3 electrode maintains a discharge capacity
−1
f 175.7 mA  g (79.8% of initial discharge capacity), manifesting

ood reversibility.
The unfavorable factor affecting VO2(B) as cathode materi-

ls is its unsatisfying cyclability. Nano-size materials have been

Fig. 3. Typical SEM, TEM and HRTEM images of S3
/C composites (S1–S4).

prepared by researchers to improve the cycle performance of
VO2(B). Chen et al. [19] and Subba Reddy et al. [20] have synthe-
sized VO2(B) nanorods, and the reported initial discharge capacities
are 605 and 152 mAh  g−1 while the capacity retentions are 24.8%
(30 cycles) and 49.3% (17 cycles), respectively. The nanorods

undergo serious capacity loss during the cycling process. The bad
cyclability of the nanorods may  be caused by the aggregation of
active materials during the cycling process. To further improve the

 nanobelts. (a) SEM, (b) TEM and (c) HRTEM.
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ig. 4. (a) Cyclic performances of VO2(B)/C composites (S2–S4) at a current density
f  50 mA  g−1 between 1.5 and 4.0 V, (b) charge/discharge curves of S3.

yclability, VO2(B)/C core–shell microspheres were fabricated with
he initial discharge capacity of 180 mAh  g−1 [29] and the capacity
etention raised to 51% after 50 cycles. The unsatisfying capacity
etention may  be due to its micro-size structure and large content

f carbon (42 wt.%). In this paper, the capacity retention of S3 is
9.8% after 100 cycles, which is much higher than the nanorods
19,20] and the core–shell microspheres [29]. The good cyclic per-
ormance of VO2(B)/C nanobelts may  be due to its uniform nanobelt

ig. 5. Cyclic performances of VO2(B)/C composites (S2–S4) electrodes at different
urrent densities.
Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of S3 at the first three cycles.

structure and proper content of carbon (0.96 wt.%), which prevent
the aggregation of active material and accommodate the large vol-
ume  variation and maintain good electronic contact [8].

The CV curves of S3 during the first three cycles are shown in
Fig. 6, in the potential range of 1.5–4.0 V at a scan rate of 0.1 mV  s−1.
It can be obviously obtained that there is mainly a pair of redox
peaks for each cycle. For the first cycle, during the cathodic scan, an
intensity peak is observed at 2.43 V, indicating the insertion of Li+.
During the first anodic scan (Li+ extraction), the CV shows two low-
intensity peaks at 2.28 V and 2.5 V followed by an intensity peak at
2.67 V. The two weak peaks may  be due to the oxidation process
of low-valent vanadium oxides with low content which is reduced
by carbon. The main redox peak potentials are consistent with the
literature [8] and the charge/discharge plateaus. The second and
third cathodic scans are analogous to the first cathodic scan with
the peak potential located at 2.43 V. The second and third anodic
scans of S3 slightly differ from the first anodic one. The anodic peak
at 2.67 V is shifted to a higher potential (2.72 V) with the increase
of the cycle number. The positive shift of oxidation peak potential
may  be attributed to the structure change and polarization of the
electrode after the first charge/discharge process. CV curves of the
second and the third cycles overlap, indicating that the S3 product
has good stability and reversibility for the insertion and extraction
of lithium ions.

4. Conclusions

In this study, VO2(B)/C composites were successfully synthe-
sized using a one-pot surfactant-free hydrothermal method with
V2O5 and different amounts of sucrose as reactants. The results
turned out that when the carbon content was 0.96 wt.% (the mass
of sucrose was 0.0713 g), the VO2(B)/C nanobelts show the most
stable cyclability (152.6 mAh  g−1 at 50 mA g−1 after 100 cycles) and
high-rate discharge capacity (138.2 mAh  g−1 at 1000 mA  g−1). Thus,
this work provides a facile route to synthesize VO2(B)/C nanobelts
with excellent electrochemical performances as potential cathode
material in lithium ion batteries.
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